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Igor Stravinsky Pulcinella Suite  [23:13] 
 (arr. Richard Birchall)*  
1 I.  Overture 2:11 
2 II.  Serenata 3:17  
3 III.  Allegro assai 2:18  
4 IV.  Andante 3:24  
5 V.  Presto 2:20  
6 VI.  Fuga 1:16  
7 VII. Gavotta con due variazioni 3:54  
8 VIII. Minuetto e Finale 4:33 

Richard Birchall Contours*  [8:50]  
9 I.  Moderate 2:37  
bl II.  Fast 1:50  
bm III.  Nocturne (Adagio) 1:51  
bn IV.  Fast Waltz 2:32 

bo Caroline Shaw Gustave Le Gray   9:55 
 (arr. Annie Yim)*

Cheryl Frances-Hoad My Fleeting Angel  [9:01]  
bp I.  Larghetto  2:04  
bq II.  Allegro spiritoso e scherzando 4:12  
br III.  Allegretto eleganza   2:45 

Maurice Ravel  
 Scenes from Daphnis et Chloé  [15:07] 
 (arr. David Knotts)*   
bs I.  Nocturne  5:20  
bt II.  Pantomime  5:34  
bu III.  Danse Guerrière  4:13

  Total duration:   66:08 

           *First recordings  
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 Rhythm is the universal fundamental of music, and rhythm is inextricably 
connected to movement. Dance is therefore a central driving force of so 

much music, and the links between music and movement are the binding 
thread between all the works on this programme. The Igor Stravinsky and 
Maurice Ravel pieces that bookend the CD originated as ballet music, and 
in very different ways, the other works are motivated by dance. 

The dance theme is one close to the Minerva Trio’s heart. Pianist Annie 
Yim is founder of MusicArt, which organises live events that stimulate 
new connections by placing music next to other art forms. For example, as 
Young Artists in Residence at St John’s Smith Square, London in 2016-17, the 
Minerva Trio performed the Daphnis et Chloé arrangement included on this 
disc with live dancers for one of their concerts. Caroline Shaw’s Gustave Le 
Gray has also been choreographed, and this piece has its origins in a Chopin 
Mazurka. Mysterious, even grotesque waltzes surface in Cheryl Frances-
Hoad’s My Fleeting Angel and Richard Birchall’s Contours.

Stravinsky composed his ballet Pulcinella in 1919-20, to a story based on 
traditional commedia dell’arte characters including the name character 
(called Punch in English). The ballet marked a turning point in Stravinsky’s 
career away from the picturesque Russian ballets for huge orchestra that 
had created such a stir in Paris: Pulcinella is a world away from the lush post-

romanticism of The Firebird and the overwhelming rhythmic complexity 
of The Rite of Spring. By the end of the 1910s Serge Diaghilev, the Ballets 
Russes impresario, was pivoting towards historical source material with an 
international, not specifically Russian, character.

Pulcinella is usually characterised as a neo-classical work because it comprises 
a sequence of short movements based on traditional dance and classical 
music forms, because of the size of the original orchestra, and because 
it is based on music by 18th-century Italian composers including Gallo, 
Wassenaer  and Monza – not only, as originally believed, Pergolesi. Diaghilev 
suggested the source material to Stravinsky and the composer’s response 
was: “I looked, and I fell in love”.

The 21 numbers of the original Pulcinella ballet were cut back to eight for 
Stravinsky’s own orchestral suite, and the composer himself made three 
arrangements of various movements for both violin and cello with piano 
accompaniment (with the respective assistance of Samuel Dushkin and 
Gregor Piatigorsky) under the title Suite italienne. Richard Birchall’s 2021 
arrangement expands the range of colour of the Suite italienne pieces by 
combining both violin and cello with piano. He has made his own selection 
of Pulcinella numbers, creating a sequence of contrasting movements within 
a structure that proceeds logically from overture to finale.

Birchall is active both as the cellist of the Minerva Trio and as a composer. The 
four short movements of his work Contours, composed in 2014, explore the 
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notion and elastic meaning of its title in different ways. People often use line 
and shape as metaphors when describing music, and each movement of this 
piece has its own easily perceivable profile.

The movements are divided into two pairs. In the opening moderately 
paced section, the mood is enigmatic. Here, the violin and cello largely work 
together, their quiet sinuous chromatic lines interrupted by ascending piano 
interjections, though about halfway through these roles reverse and the 
movement fades away in the lowest register. Suddenly the second, scherzo-
like movement emerges; here, the winding lines of the opening are quicker, 
quirkier and more detached. The slow movement, a nocturne in triple time, 
at first seems to have a nostalgic character, though this is soon interrupted by 
louder, more violent material. Its triple time links it to the finale, a fast waltz 
with unexpected twists and turns where surprising accents and irregular 
bars keep the imagined dancers on their toes.

The American composer Caroline Shaw became the youngest recipient of the 
Pulitzer Prize for Music when she won the award at the age of 30 with Partita 
for eight voices (2009-11). Originally composed for solo piano and arranged 
here for piano trio by Annie Yim, Gustave Le Gray was written shortly after 
Partita and premiered in May 2012. Like many of Shaw’s other works (and like 
Stravinsky’s Pulcinella), it reworks music by another composer; one of Shaw’s 
most celebrated recent pieces, which showcases her as a vocalist as well as 
composer, is her version of Abba’s song Lay All Your Love On Me. 

The starting point of Gustave Le Gray was Chopin’s Mazurka in A minor, 
Op.17 No.4. Shaw has described her piece as “a multi-layered portrait […] 
using some of Chopin’s ingredients overlaid and hinged with my own”. 
The pulsating gestures of the opening view Chopin from a distance, but 
elements of the Mazurka slowly begin to emerge and about three and a 
half minutes into the piece, the Polish composer moves into the foreground. 
Shaw plays with the Chopin piece as if improvising around its opening bars, 
adding highly individual performance directions: “solid and simple like the 
Appalachian foothills”, “like those silk Hermès ties from before”.

Gustave Le Gray was a 19th-century French artist who is best remembered 
for his innovations in photography. For his seascapes, he developed a 
technique of combination printing, using one negative for the water and 
another for the sky to create a single layered image. Listening to Shaw’s piece 
named after him, it is easy to hear why this layering technique is so apposite 
for Shaw’s work as the Chopin and Shaw elements are at the same time 
distinct and sometimes blur into each other. The layering technique is also 
foregrounded in Annie Yim’s arrangement: the piano tends to be earthbound 
with repeated rhythms, while the two string instruments have freer rhythmic 
passages, though sometimes the piano and strings come together. 

Composed in 2005, Cheryl Frances-Hoad’s piano trio My Fleeting Angel is 
based on a short story by Sylvia Plath, The Wishing Box, about a husband 
and wife, Harold and Agnes, whose completely different dream lives drive 
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a wedge between the couple. Harold’s vivid and colourful dreams contrast 
with those of Agnes, which are infrequent and always foreboding. Agnes’ 
inability to recapture the dreams of her childhood, which she activated by 
turning the handle of a ‘wishing box’, leads her to become depressed and 
ultimately take a fatal overdose. Frances-Hoad’s piano trio, in three short 
movements, depicts three pivotal moments in the story. 

Like Messiaen before her, Frances-Hoad is a sound-colour synaesthete 
who associates specific colours with sounds, and the first movement of  
My Fleeting Angel evokes a dream of Harold’s where he envisioned a desert 
of rubies and sapphires (G here represents red and E flat, deep blue/purple). 
The central, scurrying movement, the longest of the three, represents the 
handle of the wishing box being turned, and perhaps its restlessness also 
conveys the agitation of the characters’ feelings. The short, dance-like final 
movement, marked Allegretto eleganza, conjures up the dreams of Agnes’ 
childhood when she waltzed with a “dark, red-caped prince”, and for the 
composer it also represents “confusion of emotions”.

Composers inspired by literary works need to confront a fundamental 
difference between music and words: music exists only fleetingly in time 
and does not have a past tense. Frances-Hoad’s response to this dilemma in 
the finale is to recall the cello harmonics of the first movement, and in more 
general terms to evoke a lost past through the nostalgic rhythm of the waltz 

which fades in and out of view. At the same time, My Fleeting Angel has a 
logic and appealing sound world of its own, one that can be appreciated by 
a listener without reference to any extra-musical programme.

David Knotts’ arrangement for piano trio of three scenes from Ravel’s 
50-minute ballet Daphnis et Chloé was made for a 2017 Minerva Trio and 
MusicArt collaboration with the choreographer Patricia Okenwa. Their 
version was premiered at St John’s Smith Square in London with the dancers 
Thomasin Gülgeç and Estela Merlos. We are reminded that Ravel originally 
composed his orchestral works for the piano before adding instrumental 
colour; even Boléro was first written for piano and then orchestrated. 

The original ballet, which, like Pulcinella, was written for the Ballets Russes, 
was based on an ancient Greek myth by Longus, thought to have lived 
on the island of Lesbos in the Second Century AD and about whom little 
else is known. There is not much plot to speak of in Daphnis et Chloé, but 
essentially the story represents the developing love of a goatherd for a 
shepherdess. This simple tale leaves plenty of room for additional layers: 
the ancient Greece of Ravel’s dreams was one mediated by 18th-century 
French painters such as Jean-Honoré Fragonard and Antoine Watteau, and 
the MusicArt event represented a more contemporary interpretation. In 
Minerva pianist Annie Yim’s words, the three selected movements represent 
“a thematic trajectory drawn from the actual novel about the discovery of 
love: innocence, awakening, touch, and passion”.
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Michał Ćwiżewicz violin               Richard Birchall cello                Annie Yim piano

The opening Nocturne hovers around quiet, tremulous, mysterious oscillating 
chords, ending with an ascent to the upper reaches of each instrument. In the 
Pantomime middle movement – where in the original the two lovers mime the 
seduction of Syrinx by Pan – Ravel’s long-breathed solo flute melody is given 
a new expressive radiance as a violin line underpinned by lush piano chords 
and pizzicato cello. It reaches passionate heights before subsiding in wave-
like gestures that recall the Nocturne. The mood completely changes for the 
finale, a Danse Guerrière (war dance) whose irresistible energy is interrupted 
by more reflective moments before Ravel’s cross rhythms whip up a frenzy 
towards the conclusion. Ravel’s familiar melodic and harmonic material 
remain intact, and David Knotts’ arrangement both retains something of the 
passion and power of the original and has a charm all of its own. 

Caroline Potter © 2022
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The Minerva Piano Trio – Annie Yim, piano, Michał Ćwiżewicz, violin, Richard 
Birchall, cello – have established themselves as one of the UK’s most exciting trios 
whose playing has been described as “wonderfully rich, thunderous, and lyrical” 
(Classic FM). Acclaimed for their performances of the richly varied traditional 
repertoire, the Trio are equally passionate about reviving important but rarely 
performed works, championing leading young composers by commissioning 
new works and arrangements, and collaborating with other art forms such as 
dance. They were chosen as Making Music UK Selected Artists 2018 and St John’s 
Smith Square Young Artists in Residence 2016-17. Formed in 2013, the Trio made 
their debut at the Southbank Centre’s Purcell Room as Park Lane Group Young 
Artists. The Trio have broadcast live on BBC Radio 3 and Classic FM and have 
worked closely with contemporary composers. They are grateful for the support 
of Help Musicians UK.

 minervapianotrio.com                    @MinervaPnoTrio

Pianist Annie Yim was born in Hong Kong and grew up in Vancouver, Canada. 
Passionate about collaborations and commissioning new works across art forms, 
Annie founded MusicArt in 2015 in London, an initiative to create original artist-
led performance projects in the UK, Europe and North America. Annie holds a 
Doctor of Musical Arts degree and completed her performance-based research 
on Robert Schumann and Johannes Brahms at the Guildhall School of Music and 
City, University of London. She is a recipient of Arts Council England’s Developing 
Your Creative Practice award. 

annieyim.com                    @AnnieYimPianist

Violinist Michał Ćwiżewicz has given concerts across Europe, the Middle East and 
the USA, and on BBC television and radio and Polish national television. He is the 
concertmaster of the Górecki Chamber Orchestra and performs in the violin duo 
Ćwiżewicz Brothers, for which he has arranged, composed and commissioned 
new works. As violin professor at the Royal College of Music in London, he has 
taught since 2012. He has attended chamber music masterclasses with members 
of the Ysaÿe and Alban Berg quartets and holds postgraduate degrees in Music 
(RCM) and Aeronautics (Imperial College).

cwizewicz.com                    @FlyingFiddler

Cellist and composer Richard Birchall has been a member of the Philharmonia 
since 2011, and has played as guest Principal Cello with the Royal Opera House, 
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, English Chamber Orchestra, Northern Sinfonia and 
others; his chamber and solo work has ranged from Wigmore Hall to the London 
Fashion Week catwalk. Richard’s original works include a Clarinet Concerto 
for Michael Collins, Labyrinth  for cello and orchestra, Perhaps for soprano and 
orchestra, Alice in Wonderland and The Wind in the Willows for cello octet with 
narrator, recorded by Cellophony and Simon Callow.

richardbirchall.co.uk                    @rbirchallmusic
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